RECRUITING AND APPLICANT TRACKING SOFTWARE

Smarter,
Speedier Recruiting and Applicant Tracking

E PAY H U M A N C A P I TA L M A N AG E M E N T

How many hours does it take your HR staff to fill a single open position?
Posting on job boards? Reviewing and ranking hundreds of resumes?
Achieving managerial consensus on hiring decisions? With EPAY’s human
capital management system, it’s a whole lot easier and at least 30% faster!

Accelerate the Hiring Process
Our recruiting and applicant tracking allows you to quickly post jobs across leading job boards
and social networks, pre-screen and rank applicants, compile interview feedback, and bring
hiring managers together in one place to make swift, collective hiring decisions.

Expand Your Candidate Pool

Easily Identify Qualified Applicants

Manage Everything from One Location

Post open positions to your website in

Quickly target the most qualified candidates

Capture assessment results, applicant

English or Spanish. Use popular job boards

with pre-screening questions, advanced

certifications, and manager feedback. Then

like Indeed, Simply Hired, CareerBuilder,

search, and rating capabilities. You can also

request background checks and send offer

Monster, and LinkedIn, expanding your

classify and sort applications and tag them

letters—all from within the candidate’s profile.

candidate pool.

for easy lookback.

Stay in Constant Communication with Candidates

Get All Your Decision Makers on the Same Page

Send custom emails or text messages. Set up auto generated

Accommodate an unlimited number of users, so all your

messages to stay in communication with applicants throughout

managers have access to complete candidate profiles.

each stage of the hiring process.

That means faster consensus on hiring decisions.

Jumpstart New Hire Onboarding
EPAY’s recruiting and applicant tracking system is part of our unified human capital
management platform, so employee data is shared across all HR modules. Once an applicant
is hired, their profile is seamlessly converted into an employee master record—in just one click!

Accelerated hiring.
Seamless onboarding.
That’s the EPAY difference. Request a demo today!
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